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Summary

Measuring distance in the data space

Experiments

Ø Topological autoencoders (TopoAE) have demonstrated their capabilities
for performing dimensionality reduction while at the same time preserving
topological information of the input space.

For constructing the Vietoris-Rips complex, TopoAE employs the Euclidean
distance
. For images this amounts to a pixel distance
which is typically assumed to be supoptimal in terms of faithfully capturing
similarities between images (e.g. due to the lack of translation equivariance).
Here, we empirically test this hypothesis by performing an ablation study
including TopoAE and 2 alternative formulations that employ domain-specific
image distances.

Following [1] we use the datasets CIFAR-10, Fashion MNIST and MNIST,
perform dimensionality reduction to two dimensions, and quantitatively
evaluate the embeddings. TopoAE is referred to as “Euclidean”, the random
convolutions as “RandomConv” and the VGG-based LPIPS approach as
“VGG”. Furthermore, we visualise the latent encodings.

Ø In its original formulation, this method relies on a Vietoris-Rips filtration of
the data space, using the Euclidean metric as the base distance. It is
commonly assumed that this distance is not sufficiently powerful to
capture salient features of image data sets.
Ø Here, we investigate alternative choices of distances in the data space,
which are generally considered to be more faithful for image data in
comparison to the pixel distance.
Ø Our experiments on real-world image datasets show that the Euclidean
formulation of TopoAE is surprisingly competitive with more elaborate,
perceptually-inspired image distances as well as random convolutions.

Random convolutions
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) exhibit an inductive bias which is
advantageous for the feature extraction and classification of images. Even
randomly initialised convolutional layers can be used as rich image feature
extractors. As we aim to preserve the input distance, learning the data
distance simultaneously would be circular. Therefore, here we base the input
distance on the feature map output of an untrained CNN.

Background: Topological autoencoders
Topological autoencoders (TopoAE) [1] have been recently proposed to
equip autoencoders with a differentiable topological loss term which
incentivises the latent encodings to preserve topological features of the data
space.
Below, a mini-batch
is fed through a standard bottleneck architecture in
order to recover the reconstruction
. Additionally, treating both the input
and the latent code
as point clouds, a Vietoris-Rips filtration is
computed based on the Euclidean metric. This results in two persistence
diagrams which are provided to the topological loss term.
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Zhang et al. [2] showed that the feature representations of deep neural
networks (DNNs) are well-suited to quantify the similarity of images similarly
to human perception. We thus also consider a learnt similarity score based
on DNN features called Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS)
[2]. The LPIPS distance is derived by training a DNN, such that the
difference of its features is in line with human perceptual scores.
Here, the distance between two images
and
is computed via their
features and
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which corresponds to a per-channel scaled squared distance (with being
the scale factor) of the features averaged over all spatial locations. Here,
and
denote the number of elements in the height direction and width
direction, respectively.
In order to compute full distance matrices efficiently for a given pairwise
LPIPS distance (with batch support), we contributed the PyTorch-compatible
python package “batchdist” [3].

We found that the use of elaborate image distances did not result in marked
improvements in terms of quality metrics, the Euclidean distance remains
competitive. However, the resulting visualisations appear to exhibit an
improved separation when employing alternative distances specific to the
image domain.
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